Rate equations were created to describe cooperative quantum cutting phenomena, which incorporated the interactions between donor Tb 3þ and acceptor Yb 3þ ions. Two judgment criteria were developed for the excitation power dependence and time-resolved luminescence spectra of donor and acceptor ions, which can be used to verify the proposed mechanism. Under the excitation of a 473 nm continuous wave laser, the emission intensities of Tb 3þ and Yb 3þ increased linearly with the excitation power. The decay curve of Yb 3þ indicated two distinct contributions: the fast decay time of its own lifetime, and the slow decay time representing the lifetime of the Quantum cutting can convert one ultraviolet/visible photon into two near infrared photons, which could be absorbed by Si solar cells to reduce thermal losses and obtain doubled current in the high energy region of the solar spectrum. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Therefore, near infrared quantum cutting is a promising option to enhance the efficiency of Si solar cells. Near infrared quantum cutting can be realized by using coupled rare earth ions due to their unique energy level structures and high quantum efficiency. [5] [6] [7] Because Yb 3þ has only one 4f excited state and its emission band is around 1000 nm (10000 cm À1 ), which is the most sensitive spectral region of c-Si solar cells, 2 searching for proper rare earth ions that can use the property of Yb 3þ , has been one of the intriguing research topics in the quantum cutting field. 8 Quantum cutting using Re 3þ -Yb 3þ to enhance high energy absorbing efficiency for solar cells was first reported using Yb x Y 1Àx PO 4 : Tb 3þ powder samples. 9 Near infrared quantum cutting based on Tb 3þ -Yb 3þ pairs has also been reported in several other host materials. [10] [11] [12] In addition, other rare earth ion coupled pairs, including (Pr 3þ , Yb 3þ ), 10, 13, 14 (Tm 3þ , Yb 3þ ), 10, 15 and so on, were also investigated. For the Tb 3þ -Yb 3þ coupled pair, the quantum cutting energy transfer was studied both experimentally and theoretically. 9 The luminescence decay curves of the donor ion (Tb 3þ ) were measured and analyzed by the Monte Carlo simulation based on different energy transfer mechanisms. It was found that the experimental results agreed better with the cooperative energy transfer model than with other models, which indicated that the cooperative energy transfer was the dominant mechanism. The cooperative quantum cutting mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 1 . [10] [11] [12] One Tb 3þ ion absorbed one blue photon with the transition from Up to now, analyses on the energy transfer mechanism mostly used the decay curves of donor ions, which did not take into account ionic interaction contributions. There is little report in the literature on decay curves of the acceptor ion, which is very important to reflect the interactions between the coupled pair ions.
Spectroscopic data, decay curves of donor ions and acceptor ions, and the excitation power dependence of luminescence intensities are essential information for understanding the excitation mechanism in luminescence. 16 It was found that there is a controversy in the excitation power dependence of Yb 3þ luminescence intensity. 4 It is expected that the down conversion emission intensities should increase linearly with the excitation intensity, 2, 3, 17, 18 but some papers reported a second-order process for the cooperative quantum cutting, in which the slope of the excitation power dependence curve is about 0.5 instead of 1. [19] [20] [21] [22] In general, all spectroscopic data could be represented in the rate equations. Rate equations include information of both donor and acceptor ions and can be used to perform multi-analysis on the energy transfer mechanism through pair ion interactions. Strek et al. created rate equations in a simplified three-level system to describe the down conversion process in Tb 3þ -doped KYb(WO 4 ) 2 crystals. 19 However, to date, there has been little reported on using rate equations to study the quantum cutting mechanism.
In this paper, the quantum cutting energy transfer mechanism in Tb 3þ -Yb 3þ co-doped oxyfluoride glass was investigated using rate equations. On the basis of the rate equations for cooperative quantum cutting, two judgment criteria were developed. An experimental system was designed and built to measure the time-resolved spectra under the excitation of a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: zhangzhiguo@hit.edu.cn. a 473 nm continuous wave laser. The emission spectra, timeresolved luminescence spectra of donor and acceptor ions, and excitation power dependence were carefully measured by our experimental setup. The experimental results showed good agreement with the judgment criteria of the theoretical rate equations, which justified our theoretical approach.
II. EXPERIMENTAL A. Material synthesis
The oxyfluoride glass with compositions of 50SiO 2 -20Al 2 O 3 -27CaF 2 -1Tb 3þ -xYb 3þ (x ¼ 0, 5) were prepared by the traditional high-temperature solid-state reaction method. High purity SiO 2 , Al 2 O 3 , CaF 2 , Tb 4 O 7 , and Yb 2 O 3 powders were mixed and ground for 1 h, then the mixture was melted in a covered corundum crucible at 1360 C for 90 min. Subsequently, the melt mixture were poured onto a room temperature brass plate and cooled naturally in air. The obtained glasses were annealed at 500 C for 3 h to release the internal stresses. Finally, the glass was cut and polished into samples 2 mm thick.
B. Luminescence spectroscopy
A 473 nm continuous wave laser with a maximum power of 450 mW was used as the excitation source. The emission spectra were recorded by a lens-coupled monochromator (Zolix SBP 300) with 1 nm spectral resolution. The visible light spectra were detected using a photomultiplier tube with a 500 nm short cut filter. The near-infrared light spectra were detected using an InGaAs detector with a 800 nm short cut filter.
C. Time-resolved spectroscopy
To obtain the time-resolved spectra, a setup was built as shown in Fig. 2 . P1 and P2 are Glan-Taylor polarizing prisms. The polarization directions of the excitation source and P1 are identical. The angle between this polarization direction and the optical axis of the electro-optic crystal in the electro-optic modulator is 45
. The electro-optic modulator was controlled by the output voltage of a high voltage power source to change the polarization direction of the excitation source, and triggered by a signal generator to adjust the frequency shift of this polarization. The polarization direction of P2 is vertical with respect to P1 in order to realize extinction. The excitation source intensity can be modulated by the waveform of the signal generator.
In our experiments, the excitation source was modulated by a square-wave and the decay curves were measured in the falling edge of the square-wave. The time-resolved spectra decayed from the steady-state due to the interaction between ions. The decay curves were recorded using a Tektronix DPO (5054) digital oscilloscope. All experiments were carried out at room temperature.
III. THEORETICAL MODEL
On the basis of the cooperative energy transfer process shown in Fig. 1 , we propose a theoretical method of using rate equations to describe the dynamics of the energy transfer process. Neglecting the energy transfer from Yb 3þ to Tb 3þ , the energy transfer from 5 D 4 of Tb 3þ to higher excited levels and other processes, the rate equations for the excited-state population may be written as follows:
where n 0 ,n 1 ,n 0 0 , and n 2 are the energy level populations of 
Here, n 2 / q, n 1 / q, and both slopes of luminescence intensity versus the excitation power curves are 1 for Tb 3þ and Yb 3þ . This result is consistent with the expected linear process of down conversion. According to Eqs. (1) and (2), we can derive the following decay process:
n 2 ðtÞ ¼ 2wn
Equation (5) contains the radiative decay term and the energy transfer term, which is similar to the decay signal expression of the donor ion in Eq. (11) To verify these assignments we measured the decay curves and the power dependence of 542 nm, 585 nm, and 622 nm emissions. Both exhibit identical characteristics for these three emissions, which support our assignments.
The emission intensity of Tb 3þ decreased with the introduction of Yb 3þ and a broad near-infrared emission band around 1 lm appeared under the excitation of 473 nm laser.
Because direct excitation at 473 nm is far from the resonant excitation for Yb 3þ , this fact can be a proof of energy transfer from Tb 3þ to Yb 3þ . The near-infrared emission band includes two peaks: 982 nm and 1020 nm, which can be attributed to the stark splitting structure of Yb and Yb 3þ , the cooperative down conversion quantum cutting process from one Tb 3þ to two Yb 3þ is reasonable, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
To test the theoretical cooperative quantum cutting mechanism described by the rate equation model, the power dependence curves and time-resolved spectra of Tb 3þ and Yb 3þ were measured and are shown in Fig. 4 The system response time was measured and shown in Fig. 5 . The inset is an amplification of the partial decay curve of the measurement system at 473 nm. Fitting the decay curve with an exponential function gives the system response time of about 20 ls, which can be neglected in the measurement of lifetimes (in the order of ms).
The luminescence decay curves of Tb 3þ 542 nm emission, originated from the The measurement results showed that our measurement system is reliable. The decay time of Tb 3þ decreased noticeably when 5% Yb 3þ is introduced, which can be attributed to an extra decay pathway provided by Yb 3þ . This can serve as another evidence of the energy transfer from Tb 3þ to Yb 3þ . Figure 7 shows the luminescence decay curve of Yb 3þ 1020 nm emission originated from the 2 F 5/2 ! 2 F 7/2 transition in 1Tb 3þ -5Yb 3þ co-doped glass. Fitting the decay curves with a double-exponential function, we found that the decay curve actually consists of two parts: a slow decay time of 1.9 ms and a fast decay time of 0.6 ms. A typical lifetime of Yb 3þ 2 F 5/2 level is hundreds of microseconds, according to previous reports. 9, 23, 24 To further determine the lifetime of the energy level of Yb 3þ , we measured the luminescence decay curve of Yb 3þ 1020 nm emission under a 980 nm diode laser excitation. The lifetimes of Yb 3þ in 1Tb 3þ -5Yb 3þ and 5Yb 3þ doped glass are 0.5 ms and 0.6 ms, respectively (shown in Fig. 8 ). Therefore, we believe that the 0.6 ms is the lifetime of the Yb transfer from Tb 3þ to Yb 3þ . It also further confirmed the cooperative quantum cutting mechanism in Tb 3þ -Yb 3þ codoped oxyfluoride glass.
Using the parameters of rate equations, the overall quantum efficiency g of cooperative down conversion in Tb 3þ -Yb 3þ is defined as the ratio of emission photon number to the absorbed photon number, while the near-infrared quantum efficiency g NIR is the ratio of Yb 3þ emission photon number to the absorbed photon number. The corresponding equations are:
where s and s 0 are the lifetimes of Tb 3þ 5 D 4 energy level with and without Yb 3þ doping, respectively. This quantum efficiency equation is consistent with previously reported definitions, which were defined based on the energy transfer efficiency. 9 The correct prediction of the quantum efficiency is another proof that our rate equation model is sound and fairly powerful. On the basis of the definitions given in Eqs. (7) and (8), the overall quantum efficiency and the near infrared quantum efficiency in 1Tb 3þ -5Yb 3þ co-doped glass are 120% and 40%, respectively.
It should be noted that the cooperative quantum cutting process is not always linear. We found that the fitted slopes of Yb 3þ luminescence power dependence curves were 0.6 $ 0.8 in fluoride powder samples, for which the linear process coexists with the second-order process. Therefore, the slope of Yb 3þ luminescence power dependence curve can reflect the physical nature in the quantum cutting process between Tb 3þ and Yb 3þ ions in different host materials.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the quantum cutting energy transfer mechanisms in Tb 3þ -Yb 3þ co-doped oxyfluoride glass have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally. We propose a rate equation model to describe the quantum cutting process. Unlike earlier models, our model includes information of both donor ion Tb 3þ and acceptor ion Yb 3þ . Two judgment criteria were derived: (1) linear excitation power dependence; and (2) a correlation exists between the timeresolved luminescence spectra of donor and acceptor ions. An experimental system was designed and built to measure the time-resolved spectra under the excitation of a 473 nm continuous wave laser. From the emission spectra and the time-resolved spectra, one can conclude that the energy is indeed transferred from Tb 3þ to Yb 3þ , and the overall quantum efficiency is 120% when there is 5% Yb 3þ doping. The down conversion emission intensities increase linearly with the excitation power. The overall lifetime of Yb 3þ not only consists of its own lifetime but also the lifetime of donor ion Tb 3þ , showing the inter-ionic interactions. Our experimental results meet the two judgment criteria of the rate equation model, which was proposed based on a cooperative energy transfer process. The agreement between the experimental results and the theoretical model further confirmed the cooperative quantum cutting mechanism in Tb 3þ -Yb 
